For many emergency physician parents, the COVID-19 crisis has placed them in the unique position of managing not only the stress of caring for patients on the front lines but also caring for their families at home. It prompted new concerns about their own safety and that of their families. Schools shut down, normal routines were thrown out the window, face masks became de rigueur. EM families experienced the disruption but with an added layer of concern for their loved ones on the front lines.

ACEP Now spoke with several emergency physician parents to hear what has helped them explain this pandemic—and their important role in fighting the virus—to their children of all ages.
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Resources for Health Care Providers to Help and Heal
COVID-19 Field Guide: A Living Resource

ACEP created the Field Guide to COVID-19 Care in the Emergency Department to assist in this crisis. This resource is a compilation of what we currently know on the evaluation and treatment of COVID-19. It is a living document that is being updated as new information, guidance, and best practices evolve. This field guide aims to provide the information you need to assess the available resources in your community and determine your local applications. At time of publication, the guide includes sections on Home Safety, Work Safety, EMS, Triage, Patient Presentation, Assessment, Diagnosis, Risk Stratification, Treatment, Special Populations, Business, Regulations and Liability, Personal Well-Being and Resilience, and the Impact on Education, Licensure and Credentialing. Use this resource at www.acep.org/covid19-field-guide.


This special edition of Critical Decisions in EM includes lifesaving lessons focused on the ED evaluation and management of COVID-19, including timely information on risk factors, common examination findings, valuable diagnostic tests, and the safe use of pharmacological agents. The issue also takes a deep dive into personal protective equipment, the provision of respiratory support, and what interventions should be avoided when managing these vulnerable patients. Learn more at www.acep.org/covid19-field-guide.

Virtual Hill Day Focuses on COVID-19 Response

On April 28, ACEP’s Virtual Hill Day—a reimagining of our annual Leadership & Advocacy Conference—gave nearly 500 emergency physicians the opportunity to speak directly with their state legislators about COVID-19 concerns. Participants representing 45 deep-dive groups conducted 306 conference calls in small, state-based groups. ACEP members shared their concerns. Participants representing 45 deep-dive into personal protective equipment, the provision of respiratory support, and what interventions should be avoided when managing these vulnerable patients. Learn more at www.acep.org/covid19-field-guide.
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**Caution Required**

Possible unintended consequences of COVID-19 antibody/immune testing

by HARRY W. SEVERANCE, MD, FACEP

It has been announced that rapid, point-of-care “antibody immune status” testing for the SARS-CoV-2 virus (which causes COVID-19) is now becoming generally available. This information has been promoted on various national news programs as a way to accelerate getting the population back to work and back to “normal,” and on-screen pundits are advocating rapid start-up of broad-scale national testing. This possibility has even been recently discussed by Anthony Fauci, MD, of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases and the White House coronavirus committee.

The need to return society to a more normal situation and to return people to work is critical and becoming more pressing with each day. However, beyond questions surrounding the accuracy of such antibody testing in identifying those who truly present no transmission risk lies another, possibly yet unrecognized issue. I suggest that there may arise unintended consequences to rapid activation of programs utilizing antibody testing as a pathway to attempt to return society back to normal.

Since there are no vaccines available now or in the near future, the only way that one can currently achieve some level of immunity from COVID-19 is by contracting the disease. This fact could lead, with national “immune” testing, to a division within our society of “haves” and “have-nots.” The haves with their “document of immunity test” and purported lack of ability to transmit disease would be allowed to resume their normal lives, including no social distancing, return to work environments, etc. Those who are not tested by this pathway, or are tested and found to have not yet acquired COVID-19 (negative antibody/immunity test), could find themselves within the limbo of still being home-isolated, socially distanced, and, more important, not allowed to resume their normal lives, such as return to work, or severely limited in such options with all the financial ramifications.

If antibody/immune testing proves to be acceptably accurate, if it can be determined that most recovered persons will not suffer re-activated disease or become reinfected, and if test kits can be provided in the large quantities needed to perform blanket testing by states and locales, there are pressing motivations for such testing to be deployed by states and other large segments of society in the attempt to get people back to work, stabilize the economy, and attempt to reestablish normal life.

However, we see in the news and political discussions that there is steadily mounting pressure on and by federal, state, and local governmental decision-making bodies to move immediately forward on such antibody/immune testing even prior to fully understanding accuracy, length and breadth of immunity, and potential reinforcement risk related to such testing. I want to bring an awareness to the fact that, beyond other questions and controversies surrounding antibody testing, there may be negative economic and social downstream consequences to large groups in our society with any rapid rush to blanket application of such testing as a pathway for reactivation of economy and society that need to be considered and addressed.

The new wave of COVID-19 infections has been brought to our attention by Dr. Michael Ruzek, in his article “Heavy Burden of Heroism.”

He describes his experience as a physician during the height of the pandemic, working in an area with high infection rates and a lack of proper protective equipment. He tells his story through a series of vignettes, each highlighting the challenges and decisions he faced in providing care for his patients.

In one vignette, he describes the moment when he had to decide whether to treat a patient who was critically injured in a car accident. The patient was wearing a seat belt, which was exacerbating his injuries. Despite the risk, Dr. Ruzek chose to proceed with treatment, emphasizing the importance of treating every patient, regardless of the circumstances.

Another vignette details a situation where Dr. Ruzek had to make a difficult decision to use a limited supply of oxygen. He chose to prioritize the needs of patients who were most likely to benefit from the oxygen, highlighting the ethical considerations that come with resource allocation in a pandemic.

Dr. Ruzek’s story is a powerful reminder of the human costs of the pandemic and the importance of prioritizing compassion and empathy in our work.

**A Letter to the Emergency Physician**

Dear Emergency Physician,

I want to write a letter of thanks for all the sacrifices you are making for our nation during this COVID-19 pandemic.

Thank you for all the lives you have saved.

Thank you for fighting your hardest to save the lives that were lost.

Thank you for putting the greater good of society ahead of your own health and safety.

Thank you for comforting your patients who are in pain and distress.

Thank you for consoling those who have lost loved ones.

Thank you for driving from store to store, begging for PPE for your colleagues.

Thank you for sleeping at the hospital for days in order to care for patients.

Thank you for coming out of retirement to serve on the front lines.

Thank you for leaving your homes each day not knowing if or when you will hold your children and see your spouse again.

Thank you to all the spouses and families who are staying apart to keep each other safe.

Thank you to all the parents who can’t be near their children because it is too risky to expose them.

Thank you for running toward danger when everyone’s instinct is to run away.

Thank you for carrying this burden and all the tears you have shed.

Thank you for nights you have lain awake thinking about ways to manage this pandemic.

Thank you for the piece of yourself you have sacrificed in this battle.

Thank you being the conscience of our nation.

Thank you for never giving up.

Thank you for taking care of one another.

Thank you for making me so proud to call myself an emergency physician.

My fellow emergency physicians, our nation and society will always be indebted to you for the sacrifices you have made and the countless lives you have saved.

We will get through this crisis together. *E pluribus unum.*

Gratefully,

Michael Ruzek, DO, FACEP

Chair, ACEP Young Physicians Section

**Send Your Thoughts and Comments to ACEPNow@ACEP.org**

**THE BREAK ROOM**

**Heavy Burden of Heroism**

A National Guard truck had hydroplaned, veered into the median, and flipped, killing the driver and trapping the other front seat occupant. I arrived at the scene as a paramedic/police officer. We realized to save the passenger, someone had to crawl into the tight space between the overturned truck cab and a water-filled ditch while the truck was being stabilized in place. I crawled in on my back to attempt to free the passenger, who had a pelvis fracture.

Once completely under the truck, my back rested on mud, with my patient directly in front of me. He was dangling upside down from a seat belt, which was exacerbating his injuries. My shoulder, and potential reinfection risk related to such testing. I want to bring an awareness to the fact that, beyond other questions and controversies surrounding antibody testing, there may be negative economic and social downstream consequences to large groups in our society with any rapid rush to blanket application of such testing as a pathway for reactivation of economy and society that need to be considered and addressed.
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In EM Taking the Lead to #GetUsPPE
Emergency physicians address COVID-19 challenges through grassroots organization

by KELLY APRIL TYRRELL

In early March, health care workers in the United States began to sound the alarm. Personal protective equipment (PPE) was already starting to be in limited supply in hospitals and clinics across the country, and the COVID-19 pandemic had only just officially been declared.

On March 17, Esther Choo, MD, MPH, associate professor of emergency medicine at Oregon Health & Science University, issued a tweet calling for frontline health workers to demand PPE and tag their lawmakers. She created the hashtag #GetMePPE, and it immediately took off. “A number of us started to sound the alarm about the need for increased production and equitable distribution of PPE across the country,” said Megan R. Ranney, MD, MPH, associate professor in the department of emergency medicine at the Rhode Island Hospital/Warren Alpert Medical School of Brown University in Providence. “We realized it was not going to happen at the scale or speed we needed.”

With Dr. Choo and other colleagues, she helped create the grassroots coalition #GetUsPPE (GetUsPPE.org). Weeks later, however, what she and her numerous other co-founders initially thought would be just a stopgap effort to help get PPE to health care workers has become an extended and increasingly sophisticated effort to help solve the crisis at high-level speed to address critical shortages.

“The supply chain is showing no indication of becoming functional, and now we are predicting a second wave of illness when we relax social-distancing guidelines,” said Dr. Ranney.

The health care workers, scientists, engineers, and others behind the scenes of #GetUsPPE have, since mid-March, been creating a centralized system for taking requests for PPE and seeing it distributed to the places it’s needed most. “It evolved from a very rough website that basically allowed people to publicly post if they had a need for PPE and post if they had donations so they could match themselves, and now it’s a much more advanced database,” said Dr. Ranney. “We do behind-the-scenes analysis and matching on a daily basis.” To date, #GetUsPPE has fielded nearly 7,000 requests and helped distribute more than 1 million pieces of PPE.

This evolution is due, in part, to the work of #GetUsPPE medical lead Shuhan He, MD, an emergency physician at the Center for Innovation in Digital HealthCare at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston, who helped build an on-demand database to assist with fulfillment.

“[My skill set is] building websites, and this caught national attention,” said Dr. He, CTO of #GetUsPPE. “I like to solve problems, and this is one that is very in the atmosphere. I [grabbed] onto it and realized it’s a big problem. Not everyone can solve every problem at once, so I focused on it.”

Evolving to Meet the PPE Need

The work of #GetUsPPE has evolved in the weeks since it started, as its volunteers began to understand the true complexity of the issues.

There have essentially been three phases of the effort. The first was handling small public donations of PPE from individu- al people with supplies in their basements or laboratories. The second phase involved working with domestic manufacturers and makers working quickly to produce some kinds of PPE in the United States. The third, Dr. He explained, has involved building algorithms to maximize PPE distribution once the international supply chain functions again.

“This is not what I planned to spend my months of March and April doing,” said Dr. Ranney, who is also a public health researcher. “I have never worked on supply chain issues before, but I couldn’t just sit by and watch my colleagues be put at risk.”

By now, Dr. He said he feels like he has “basically obtained a PhD in supply chain management” in a matter of weeks. “I’ve had quite the learning experience about PPE,” he added. “Why is an N95 [respirator] different from a KN95? Why is there a difference in manufacturing processes? Why does a hospital need one type of PPE and nursing homes need others? It’s a mixing and matching of problems.”

One measure of the effort’s success, said Valerie Griffeth, MD, PhD, an emergency physician soon moving to Advocate HealthCare in Chicago, can be found in the way conversations have recently shifted with respect to PPE. “I think we have made significant progress and, in a sense, that’s reflected in the fact that PPE has become secondary to the story about testing and reopening the economy,” she said. However, it’s “absolutely disappointing” that #GetUsPPE and other grassroots efforts, such as Project N95 (www.projectn95.org), have had to fill the void left behind by what she sees as a government that’s been slow to act.

In late January and into early February, Dr. Griffeth was in the midst of job interviews and her partner expressed some concern about her risks while traveling. Dr. Griffeth began looking into Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidance and gathering as much information as she could find about SARS-CoV-2 (called, at that point, 2019-nCoV), the novel coronavirus that causes COVID-19.

On Feb. 6, she said, the CDC posted guidelines recommending that health care workers don respirators when working with patients with respiratory symptoms. But on March 10, the CDC revised those guidelines to suggest health care workers wear simple surgical masks instead of respirators because of anticipated shortages. “The CDC in this case got things wrong,” said Dr. Griffeth, who got involved as co-founder of #GetUsPPE after co-author- ing a letter advocating for the protection of frontline workers. “This is something we saw coming and we could have prevent- ed it if we’d taken more drastic measures.”

While Dr. Ranney and Dr. He have been involved in supply chain issues, Dr. Griffeth has been doubling down on her advocacy. “I’ve been networking with politicians and grassroots organizations,” she said. “As health care providers, we have a voice that people listen to and that’s true now more than ever. This pandemic has really raised our ability to get connected not just to state representatives but also to national representatives. People are taking our phone calls when, in the past, they may not have, so there’s been a lot of value in that.”

Next Steps

Today, #GetUsPPE is working to build a more robust database and to create scoring systems that can help prioritize PPE distribution equitably. The nonprofit’s goals include getting PPE to safety-net hospitals, nursing homes, tribal communities, and even detention centers where needs are acute. Smaller health care centers lack the buying power of larger health systems and institutions, the co-founders say, and physicians often have more influential voices than other kinds of health care workers. In late April, #GetUsPPE partnered with Project N95 to create the Demand Data Hub, a single site for registering PPE needs and tracking shortages.

“As more supply comes in, our hope is that we can facili- tate equitable distribution across the country and make sure people are treated fairly, that PPE is not just going to the most convenient places,” said Dr. He, noting that the group should soon have news about its matching-and-distribution algorithm. Dr. Griffeth continues to monitor and advocate for legisla- tion working its way through Congress, looking for opportu-
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LEADING DURING A CRISIS

ACEP President Dr. William Jaquis discusses meeting the challenge of COVID-19

Times of crisis test the mettle of our leaders and demonstrate the importance of having smart, decisive, compassionate leadership backed by knowledgeable, dedicated advisors and staff. When William Jaquis, MD, FACEP, stepped into his role as ACEP President at ACEP19 in Denver, no one could have predicted that SARS-CoV-2, the novel coronavirus that causes COVID-19, would soon be testing him, ACEP, and the whole specialty of emergency medicine.

Dr. Jaquis recently had a call with ACEP Now Medical Editor in Chief Jeremy Samuel Faust, MD, MS, MA, FACEP, to discuss ACEP’s efforts to meet the unprecedented challenge posed by COVID-19. Here are some highlights from their conversation.

JF: How was your term as ACEP president going before coronavirus? What were you focused on before it took over?

WJ: It’s a little hard to remember when there wasn’t coronavirus at this point. The President takes his presidency at the ACEP annual meeting and from there goes to the Board retreat. There’s a lot of planning at the Board retreat, and some of the committee structures and objectives get worked out as well as task forces.

For the retreat itself, my approach was to be very strategic. We talked about how this is different from being absolutely excellent at something. That probably prepared us for what was to come—not knowing it was to come—because certainly it’s time to be strategic.

Also, there were the three task forces. The first was the future of emergency medicine, where we had a Star Chamber group work through the parameters for that work. It is still going on, although some of it will be deferred.

The second is rural health. As emergency medicine, we have a very big question to answer: For ACEP, are we driven by members and their needs, or are we driven by the whole spectrum of emergency care? We have to walk through what that means when we make choices and have discussions.

Rural health is clearly an area where we need more work, so we set up a task force to look at how we can do a better job. Fortunately, there are many people who can help us with this. The final one is on EM group ownership and private equity. Those are the things I’m working on.

JF: Turning to the question on everyone’s mind: coronavirus. When did you start to understand that the coronavirus outbreak was going to be more than your average illness? How did you respond when you had that realization?

WJ: I don’t know that I’ll mention a date. There are key points in time for me. The first was when it hit our shores and how hard it hit our shores. It was clear we weren’t ready. When it hit Washington state is when we knew it was here. We had no way to change the course of it at that point—it was going to be pretty widespread. We just had to see the severity of it.

The other piece is, as young people started to get sicker, the question of who is safe from this virus and why. We still don’t know that answer. Those were the key points where it was pretty clear it was going to be widespread and there was going to be a big question of how we might restructure people and how we might take care of ourselves, frankly.

JF: Knowing that hindsight is 20/20, is there anything that you could have done differently in January or February?

WJ: The problem in emergency medicine is we start to see things and it’s a little while before people prove them. With places like the CDC [Centers for Disease Control and Prevention], the cases that they objectively say are COVID, so many people attach to that information and it’s hard to get them out of that thinking. But there are two things, and they are not any secret. The first is more widespread testing to see what it is we had, and where, and who. That’s still an issue.

The other piece is, once we started to recognize the severity of disease and how widespread and difficult it was, the production and distribution of PPE [personal protective equipment], and that’s still a problem as well. Now it’s clear how disrupted the production chain has been. The fight we’re all having with each other to get that type of equipment should be better coordinated.

Even in emergency medicine, we may have taken a while to figure out that this is not “just another flu.” And even though 85–90 percent of the people are going to have mild disease, we don’t know which 85 or 90 percent that is.

JF: How is ACEP making a difference in this moment? How do you balance the need to maybe criticize leadership in government when they’re not responding quickly enough with the need to keep that communication line open?

WJ: I’m not big on criticism honestly. In the hot wash afterwards, or the debriefing, we can be critical. The question now is how we get things done. I don’t know that it’s necessary for me, at least in this position, to be critical but more to be a voice for what we need and how we need to get it and where we need to get it and to stay open to whatever avenue we can do that.

We do a ton of work both out front and behind the scenes with many federal agencies, CDC, HHS [Department of Health and Human Services], CMS [Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services], even The Joint Commission, the FDA [Food and Drug Administration], the White House, and all of our elected leadership both on the state and federal levels. In order to have that voice, and to keep that white hat messaging for us, we have to stay a little bit out of the criticism. Quietly, we can be critical, but we really are looking, with everything we do, to say: How can we get this? Where’s the supply chain? How can we help? How can we use our chapters? Our staff is working on this seven days a week, 12 hours a day, if not more, trying to figure out all those pieces behind-the-scenes work we have to do in order to get things done.

JF: Can you give our members a sense of some wins that we’ve had recently?

WJ: Certainly telemedicine is a win. That separates us from people who are infected. It allows some of our sites to decompress, potentially, from things that don’t have to come to their department and do so in a way that recognizes how we have to do it and where we have to do it. It removes some of those EMTALA constraints and also allows us to effectively bill for it.

The other piece where I’m optimistic is the issue of payments. One thing that’s pretty concerning is the drop in volume? We’ve been working hard on that with multiple entities to look at other payment methodologies. It’s not a win yet, but we’re getting a good audience. Every industry is looking at how they can stay solvent, stay afloat. We are doing the same thing for our physicians, which I think is going to be huge.

JF: Once we get through this crisis, what do you think the major take-home messages will be for emergency physicians and medicine in general? Is this an opportunity for our field to enhance our presence in the national conversation about health care both now and in the future?

WJ: I think it can be, but a lot of that has to do with how we react. We have this period of time where people are looking at us in a very, very favorable way for the work that we do. It’s work we know we do all the time, but it’s more evident when there’s this huge crisis. But riding that wave means some additional work that we can’t forget. That has a lot to do with how we look at our expertise but also our ability to advocate. As physicians, take this anxiety and anger you feel now, which is so justifiable, and channel it into something that leads you to continued action after we finish.

One of the things we’re starting to set up already is how we can inform whoever is going to make those decisions about what is it we really need. We, as emergency medicine, need to be in that discussion on how we prepare for what might be next and have people understand what we do and its value. We need people to continue (if they are already doing it) or start (if they’re not) going beyond the clinical piece by telling our stories, by getting involved with advocacy. All of those pieces will really help us in the future.

JF: On a personal level, are you getting any sleep? Are you able to do the things that you enjoy doing, the things you love outside of medicine, or is that on hold and it’s COVID-19 all the time?

WJ: I think it’s on hold for a lot of us. Am I getting some sleep? Gov. Cuomo said it fairly well. How are you going to sleep when we’re in the middle of these crises? We have people that need the work we do, and so I do get some sleep, but it’s not what I will get when this is all done. And the things I love—again, I don’t think any of us are able to do them right now.

On the other hand, one of the things that is happening is reestablishing what things are important to us and understanding how, on a day-to-day basis, we might take them for granted and figuring a way, at the end of this, to reestablish those components. We are at the tip of the spear and at the front lines in this, but there are a lot of people working in support of us as well—from those people working grocery stores to the people working in our apartments with us. And so it’s important to understand how grateful we are to them as well and be able to express that gratitude.

William Jaquis has been sending video updates to ACEP members during this crisis. View the videos at www.acep.org/president-COVID-videos.
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ACEP4U: Caring for You as You Care for COVID-19 Patients

by JORDAN GRANTHAM

Expiration: This article was accepted on April 17, 2020, and approved for publication on May 14, 2020.

Editors’ Note: This article was accepted on April 17, 2020, and was accurate at that time. We are seeing sweeping regulatory changes and new bills pass at an incredible pace, so we may have more updates by the time you read this. Visit www.acep.org/COVID19-advocacy for the latest news as this crisis evolves.

Pushing for PPE

ACEP Policy Priority: Increase availability of personal protective equipment (PPE) for emergency physicians and other frontline personnel responding to the epidemic. Fully utilize Strategic National Stockpile to maximize dissemination of critically needed PPE.

Progress: We led a grassroots campaign that generated more than 120,000 letters to members of Congress, urging them to prioritize PPE for frontline personnel and to release PPE in the Strategic National Stockpile. This was one of our most successful grassroots efforts ever.

ACEP found out some hospitals were sanctioning staff for wearing donated or self-purchased PPE. We discussed this problem with The Joint Commission (TJC), sharing firsthand accounts from our members, and then TJC issued a statement of support for allowing staff to bring their own standard face masks or respirators to wear at work.

ACES is also addressing this problem with the American Hospital Association (AHA), the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). ACEP is working with GetUsPPE.org to connect private industry with hospitals and clinicians in need.

Expanding Access to Care Through Telehealth

ACEP Policy Priority: Guarantee telehealth services can be fully utilized by removing originating site limitation under CMS telemedicine rules and allowing emergency physicians to bill for ED evaluation and management (E/M) codes.

Progress: The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) has significantly expanded existing telehealth policies under Medicare in an effort to enable patients to communicate with their doctors remotely during this national emergency. The initial CMS guidance was unclear about how emergency physicians could, in fact, deliver telehealth services. ACEP was in constant contact with CMS, successfully advocating for two major CMS policy changes:

- Allowing medical screening exams (MSEs), a requirement under EMTALA, to be performed via telehealth
- Adding the ED E/M codes to the list of approved Medicare telehealth services

Both policy changes are critical. Being able to perform MSEs via telehealth will help protect emergency physicians from unnecessary exposure to the virus and help preserve limited supplies of PPE. Having the ED E/M codes on the approved list of Medicare telehealth services enables emergency physicians to be appropriately reimbursed for the high-quality and high-intensity services they deliver remotely.

To facilitate these important changes, ACEP cohosted a webinar with CMS so our members could ask questions about the new EMTALA and telehealth policies.

Expanding Liability Protections

ACEP Policy Priority: Enact temporary liability protections for the duration of the pandemic for health care professionals who are screening and treating COVID-19 patients.

Progress: On behalf of every emergency physician who may be forced to make difficult or impossible treatment decisions during this pandemic, ACEP is actively working to secure immunity from liability. ACEP President William Jaquis, MD, FACEP, explained the need for increased liability protections in a meeting he had with Vice President Mike Pence and other Trump administration officials and we are working directly with Congressional lawmakers to include liability protections in future COVID-19 legislation.

A lot of the liability movement will happen on the state level, so we provided a template letter asking for full immunity to every state chapter.

To date, New York, Illinois, Massachusetts, and Connecticut have made declarations that have included strong liability protections for frontline health care practitioners. Several other states have indicated that they believe statutes related to declared emergencies provide this protection. A couple of other states have indicated that the governors do not believe they have authority to do this. There is political momentum on this issue, and ACEP believes we will see this addressed in many more states soon.

Medical liability reform has always been a priority for ACEP. When we’re on the other side of this pandemic, we will make the case that liability protections are still appropriate after the crisis.

Seeking Financial Support

ACEP Policy Priorities: 1) Ensure federal and state emergency funding is targeted and distributed beyond hospitals, such as for EMS, emergency physicians, and other relevant hospital-based specialty physicians who are not hospital-employed. 2) Provide financial stability so emergency physicians can treat patients, maintain readiness, and be fully prepared for patient surges. 3) Furnish temporary relief for student loan borrowers by providing all necessary flexibility for repayment during this uncertain time.

Progress: We have consistently pressed for emergency physicians and other frontline health care workers to be prioritized...
Stronger together means leadership by front-line physicians and advanced providers. We are a physician-led and -owned partnership united by compassion and collaboration. Our clinicians deliver integrated acute care at practice sites across the nation, working together to achieve our greatest goal: saving lives.

Learn how Vituity’s clinicians are fighting the epidemic at vituity.com/COVID-19.
COVID Conversations: Every Kid Is Different

Maybe future parenting books will include a chapter titled “How to Solve the Pandemic Parenting Puzzle,” but for now, physician parents are left without a standard pathway. Still, they agreed that communication has to be tailored to each child depending on age, personality and family circumstances.

When Dr. Wilson volunteered for a three-week assignment in New York City to care for COVID-19 patients, he and his wife discussed the disease with their older kids differently than with the younger children. “I told them, ‘It’s a really bad disease that is killing a lot of people. At the same time, we know that if we do our jobs correctly, we wouldn’t kill anyone in our family,’” Dr. Wilson wanted to do something to reassure them about bringing the virus home to their families. Many emergency physicians are used to accepting some risk as supportive to my family as possible.”

FRONT LINES TO HOME FRONT

CONTRIBUTORS

VONZELLA BRYANT, MD, FACEP, EM clerkship director at Boston Medical Center/Boston University School of Medicine, with two children (ages 12 and 10)

ARI GOTLIB, MD, EM faculty at McLaren Oakland Hospital in Pontiac, Michigan, with four children (ages 10, 8, and 4)

JORDANA HABEL HAZAN, MD, FACEP, and ALBERTO HAZAN, MD, emergency physicians in Las Vegas with two daughters (ages 4 and 2)

HOWIE MELL, MD, MPH, CPE, FACEP, an emergency physician who works in St. Louis but lives in North Carolina, with four children (ages 14, 12, 10, and 7)

MICHAEL WILSON, MD, locums physician from Tyler, Texas, with seven children (ages 1, 16, 14, 7, 5, 18 months, and 6 months)

For his, the hardest part is suddenly homeschooling his kids the various masks and goggles, explained how each piece

When in Doubt, Demonstrate

For many kids, seeing is believing. When it comes to quelling COVID-19 fears, many emergency physician parents deployed a similar teaching tactic: They brought out the personal protective equipment (PPE). They donned and doffed, showed their kids the various masks and goggles, explained how each piece worked, and walked the children through the post-shift decontamination process.

“I put [my PPE] on for them, and I was actually wearing it around the house,” said Dr. Mell, noting that his kids agreed the gear makes him look like Bane from the Batman movies. When he and his wife, Deb, learned of the PPE shortage in some hospitals, their kids helped them ship extra masks to emergency physicians in need. Ms. Mell said she thought it made their children feel better because they were doing something to contribute, just like their father.

When he heard his 7-year-old praying that the coronavirus wouldn’t kill anyone in their family, Dr. Wilson wanted to do something to lessen her fears. He spread 100 pieces of cereal on the table in front of his younger children, each one representing a person with COVID-19. He separated the pieces into piles to show how many are asymptomatic, mildly ill, dying, already have chronic illness, are over a certain age, etc. Seeing the visual demonstration “helped them process [our risk],” Dr. Wilson said.

For the physicians with younger children, the key messages are simple and interactive. The Hazan daughters are just 4 and 2 years old, so it’s all about teaching them about health and hygiene in a fun, lighthearted way. “We ask them about what we do to stay healthy and prevent germs from spreading. We talk about properly washing our hands, and this has been fun for them,” said Dr. Haber Hazan. “My daughter has shown me how to wash my hands between each finger and on both sides; she loves to correct me when I’m not doing this properly.”

It can be hard for young children to remember not to run straight into their parents’ arms when they get home. “We’ve told them to be the ones to remind us to shower right away when we get home. This puts them in charge,” Dr. Haber Hazan said. “When I enter the house, I get immediate orders to go right upstairs to wash the germs from the hospital.”

A New Normal at Home

Dr. Bryant’s family shares a home with her mother, who had COVID-like symptoms after returning from a trip abroad. Because she worried her mother may have had the virus, Dr. Bryant carefully explained to her kids why they would be quarantining very strictly to prevent spreading it to others. She said her children have taken it in stride for the most part, although there has been an uptick in sibling arguments.

For her, the hardest part is suddenly homeschooling her six children while working the night shift. “I’m concerned about—the economy or unemployment or people who have serious illnesses—that I can’t affect at all. The only things I can control are what I do with my family, my house, my time, my energy. And so, I’m going to focus on making that as supportive to my family as possible.”

Working with Unfamiliar Worries

Many emergency physicians are used to accepting some risk when they go to work, but it’s a very different feeling to worry about bringing the virus home to their families.

“We’re used to doing dangerous things ourselves. Oftentimes, the enemy is over and done with the by the time we’ve even seen the patient. The hurricane’s done, the earthquake, the fire, the shooting,” Dr. Wilson said. “When the patient comes with the enemy still [present], you know, that’s a hard war to fight.”

Dr. Gotlib acknowledged the new burdens he’s feeling: “Knowing that, while I’m telling my kids I’ll always be there for them, I still more than doubled my life insurance and disability a month ago. Knowing that I’m intubating COVID patients daily with PPE that I purchased myself and then coming home to them, hoping no one gets sick or they don’t carry it to someone else.”

Still, he’s thankful to have a job when many in the country don’t, and spending this extra time with his family reminds him how fortunate he is to have a great support system. Dr. Haber Hazan said she and her husband, who is also an emergency physician, are definitely experiencing fear and uncertainty, but their kids have inspired them with their resilience and willingness to accept change. “We are grateful for time together at home where we can slow down and reflect on what is most important to us,” she said. “While we worry about protecting them from COVID-19—both emotionally and physically—we have served as a reminder to find joy in this moment.”

MS. GRANTHAM is ACEP’s communications manager.
I am sharing this story because it is emblematic of the uncharted territory we are experiencing with this pandemic. It was not a part of our training. Unlike my story, there are significant issues with inadequate resources, PPE, ventilators, and testing, all of which place many at risk. As clinicians, you are not only risking your own lives doing your job but also the lives of your family, your friends, and your colleagues.

However, nobody else can do it. It is literally up to you.

Despite all this, you humble and amaze me with your creativity, perseverance, and bravery. Best practices are being developed daily, saving countless lives. You continue to show up and deliver.

Organizations like mine have been busy as well, attempting to develop protocols, equipment, and other resources to help you. We advocate and work hard to ensure you have what you need to respond. While you may feel alone, in fact, many of us stand with you and millions count on you. You might not feel it today, but it does not make it any less true.

The fact remains you are at the literal bleeding edge of this response.

After nearly an hour of trying to free the guardsmen from the vehicle, I was finally able to get him out by using his own pocketknife to cut his seat belt. We ended up saving his life. I was a small but visible part of that response. That day I learned the value of experience, a supportive team, ingenuity, and perseverance. It was not luck, nor was it an act of individual heroism. This is what you are doing every single day, every shift. On my behalf and that of every person who will benefit from your collective and individual heroism, thank you.

Robert Frantz, MD, FACEP
President, TeamHealth West Group

Valiant Tears

I cried at work today. And that hardly ever happens. It had been a while, but I wasn’t longing to do it again. I won’t tell you about the last time I cried because it’s too sad. My colleagues and I cried for good reason today because a precious child died in room 10. And I’m having some difficulty finding a place for my emotions. So I write.

It is fortuitous that last night I watched a video on Netflix of a talk given by Brené Brown. So moved by this talk I was that I shared my feelings about it with some of my nurse colleagues at the start of my day. Brené talked about vulnerability and courage. The two are inseparable. She defines vulnerability as taking a risk in an endeavor with uncertain outcome, limited control, and emotional exposure. We do that every day in our work. She says that no courageous act is undertaken without vulnerability.

Our work can be vexing and arduous, but most days it doesn’t seem so when we are doing it. I think the courage lives in that moment when you drive into the lot, clip your faded ID badge to your scrub shirt, grab your lunch bag, and open the car door. You walk toward the ambulance bay and wonder what will happen. Will a scrannya, tattered girl be dumped at the front door, forgetting to breathe from an opiate overdose? Will I tell an old man his wife of 50 years died from a heart attack? Will someone try to bite or kick me? Or will I hold the hand of a young mother as she cradles her dead child?

A few years back, I wrote a bunch of essays for ACEP News (the predecessor of this publication). The title of the column was “In the Arena.” I chose this because of a speech given by Theodore Roosevelt at the Sorbonne in 1910:

It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the strong man stumbles, or where the doer of deeds could have done them better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who err, who comes short again and again, because there is no effort without error and shortcoming; but who does actually strive to do the deeds; who knows great enthusiasms, the great devoctions; who spends himself in a worthy cause; who at the best knows in the end the triumph of high achievement, and who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with those cold and timid souls who neither know victory nor defeat.

Brené talked about this same speech. It has held meaning for many over generations, and it does for you as well. Today, while sad and emotionally taxing, was valiant. Despite our best efforts, some people will not be rescued. As we ceased our efforts, this child of God entered Elysian Fields with the sun on her face, surrounded by peace like the scent of gardens. We did a most difficult job, and the satisfaction comes in doing it well as a team and helping a family begin to accept the unacceptability.

And that’s enough for me to open the car door tomorrow and wonder, what will happen today?

I wish you strength, wisdom, tender hands, a caring heart, and the will to be vulnerable. Be happy.

David Baehren, MD, FACEP
Emergency physician and author

**Announcements**

During the distribution of stimulus funding, on March 24, ACEP sent a letter to Congress requesting financial support so emergency physicians can treat patients, maintain readiness, and be fully prepared for patient surges. We sent a letter to HHS Sec. Azar in response to the passage of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, which provides $100 billion to the Public Health and Social Services Emergency Fund. We asked HHS to prioritize funding for frontline health care workers, especially emergency physicians, who are risking their lives combating the virus and are at the highest risk of being exposed to COVID-19 and missing work. On April 1, we sent a follow-up letter to the HHS secretary specifically requesting $3.6 billion to support emergency physician practices.

When the initial $30 billion wave of funding was distributed, we disagreed with the methodology and terms because ACEP felt the distribution on historical Medicare spending was preferential toward hospitals, unfairly penalized emergency medicine practices for caring for underserved populations, and did not prioritize frontline health care practitioners. On April 14, we sent another letter to HHS Sec. Azar reiterating our previous requests and expressing our questions and concerns about the initial $30 billion wave of funding and the associated terms and conditions that health care practitioners must agree to in order to keep their share of the funds. We continue to track new waves of funding and the associated terms and conditions that health care practitioners must agree to in order to keep their share of the funds. We will push for what’s right.
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BICYCLE INJURIES

IN 2018

857 bicyclists were killed

A 6% INCREASE FROM 2017

BICYCLISTS KILLED AVERAGE AGE
47 up from 41 a decade ago

MEN HAVE
8X the bicycle fatality rate of women

FATAL CRASHES:
75% occurred in an urban environment

20% bicyclists had a blood alcohol concentration >.08 g/dL

61% OF BICYCLISTS KILLED IN 2018 were NOT WEARING HELMETS (helmet use was unknown for 24 percent).

NONFATAL HEAD INJURIES REDUCED
42% by bicycle helmet use

Compiled by Michael J. Mello, MD, professor of emergency medicine, Warren Alpert Medical School of Brown University in Providence, Rhode Island. Visit ACEPNOW.com for the sources of these statistics.

THE CONVERSATION YOU NEVER WANTED TO HAVE

by RITA MANFREDI, MD, FACEP; AND BREANNE JACOBS, MD

There he sat, bolt upright, struggling for every breath, a 65-year-old male with diabetes and heart disease who had every symptom of COVID-19. He needed a ventilator, and there was only one left in the hospital. We quickly got him intubated and sighed with relief when we saw he was able to breathe again. But then terror returned: Will this man ever make it off the ventilator to return home or speak to his family again? What were we going to do when another patient needed a ventilator? We didn’t have another one to offer.

The looming possibility of rationing supplies and interventions, such as personal protective equipment and ventilators, haunts us all on the front lines. Statistics summarizing the case fatality rate of COVID-19 are particularly grim for our elderly patients. In China, the virus killed 8 percent and 15 percent of patients in the 70–79 and 80+ age ranges, respectively.1 Half of those who became critically ill (49 percent) died from this disease. Data from the first month of the pandemic in the United States indicate higher ICU admissions than China, with a similar overall case fatality rate of 2 to 3 percent.

Stated plainly, those who become critically ill with this virus have a high mortality rate whether they have a ventilator or not.

There is no more critical time than now to have the kind of conversation that you never wanted to have—the one about setting goals and plans regarding medical care and treatments known as advance care planning. Any physician can have an advance care planning conversation with a patient during a primary care visit or even in the emergency department. Fred Rogers of Mr. Rogers’ Neighborhood said it best: “Anything human is mentionable, and anything mentionable can be manageable.” Being able to talk about death and bad outcomes makes this whole COVID-19 conversation manageable.

This article provides a simple approach to difficult conversations focusing on end-of-life preferences.

Step 1: Ask the patient or family member to identify their health care proxy—ie, the person or persons who will be the patient’s representative when they can no longer speak for themselves. Health care proxies can be spouses, adult children, siblings, or any other designated person. Ensure everyone involved in the patient’s care is involved in the discussion to allow re-negotiation whenever circumstances change.

Step 2: To answer thorny questions, we must know what we value. Take a moment to ask what is most important to the patient. What gives them purpose and meaning in their life? We have had patients tell us being at family gatherings with everyone they love is most important. Others have said their independence is essential. One gentleman most valued working on his antique cars. The responses are varied and very individual. What is important to me might not be so important to you.

Step 3: Knowing your patient’s values, you can move on to the most difficult question you never wanted to ask: “If you are so sick that you are unlikely to recover and would require artificial life support during the time you have left, would you prefer to continue on artificial life support, or would you prefer to allow a natural death?”

Everyone may have a different answer. Some may say, “I prefer nature to take its course. I want to die naturally.” Others may say, “Keep me alive at all costs, no matter what. I can’t bear the thought of dying.” What is most important is that the decision is based on the patient’s values, not what their family or even you as the health care worker prefers.

Step 4: Offer a recommendation. Language is everything. Studies indicate that what listeners understand often differs from what physicians intend. Certain phrases can lead families to feel abandoned and forced to choose between aggressive curative care and giving up. As emergency physicians, we should propose realistic goals. Here are two examples:

• “Given that you said you most value being at home and hugging your children, I suggest home hospice.”

• “I recommend we accept that he will not live much longer and allow him to die peacefully.”

Planning for end of life is not a new phenomenon, but the presence of COVID-19 has made all of us a little more aware of our own mortality. None of us want to contract the virus and potentially die from it. However, that may be a reality for many people in this country. We are all hoping for the best outcome—that is, very few people falling ill and dying—but we must be practical and prepare for the worst.
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Table 1: End-of-Life Conversation Suggestions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTEAD OF SAYING...</th>
<th>TRY USING THIS LANGUAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Do you want us to do everything possible?”</td>
<td>“Would you like us to initiate artificial life support, or would you prefer to allow a natural death?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We’ll refrain from extraordinary measures.”</td>
<td>“This virus is so deadly that no matter what we do given her age and comorbidities it is not clear she’d survive.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I’m going to make it so he won’t suffer.”</td>
<td>“What do I need to know in order to do a better job taking care of you?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“It’s time we talk about pulling back.”</td>
<td>“Your comfort and dignity are my top priority.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Will you agree to discontinue care?”</td>
<td>“Can we agree not to escalate care, which will prolong the dying process?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I think we should stop aggressive therapy.”</td>
<td>“I want to help you live meaningfully in the time you have left.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“What can I do to help fulfill your wish to be at home with your family?”</td>
<td>“What do I need to know in order to do a better job taking care of you?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Let’s concentrate on improving your quality of life.”</td>
<td>“Your comfort and dignity are my top priority.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thank You
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Thinking Inside the Box
INTUBATING SUSPECTED COVID-19 PATIENT WITH PROTECTIVE INTUBATING BOX
by DAVID C. WEECH DO, MBA; AND JOHN ASHURST DO, MSC, FACEP, FACOEP

Editors’ Note: This article was accepted on April 6, 2020, and was accurate at that time. Because information about SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19 is evolving rapidly, please verify these recommendations and information.

Here, we will itemize the process that was implemented in our emergency department for high-risk intubations of patients suspected of having SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19. The principal factors in establishing a formal protocol focused on limiting exposure of health care workers and minimizing unnecessary personal protective equipment (PPE) utilization. The major adaptation is the construction and implementation of a protective intubation box in an attempt to reduce circulated viral aerosolized particles during the intubation process.

PPE
Once it is established that the patient will be intubated, the most experienced physician, registered nurse, and respiratory therapist proceed to don PPE. They proceed in this order: small shoe covers, white coverall zip-up suit if available, boot covers, one set of gloves, Tyvek gown, second set of gloves, N95, bouffant cap, neck cover, and face shield (this may be substituted for a hood). Once PPE is in place, they proceed into a negative pressure room with all necessary medications and equipment for the procedure. This should include post-intubation sedation and pain medications.

Setup
Ideally, each individual involved with the intubation should have a counterpart of their discipline outside the room as backup. Place the intubation box over the patient prior to the patient moving to a negative pressure room if they are not already there to decrease viral spread (see Figure 1). Intubation tools may be placed next to the patient’s head prior to placing the protective intubation box or placed through the access hole at the cephalad portion of the box. Necessary tools include: large forceps with protective cover over teeth to clamp the endotracheal tube after confirmed placement, endotracheal tube and stylet with 10-cc syringe attached, and video laryngoscope.

Procedure
Rapid sequence induction medications are administered. The physician then utilizes the two holes to intubate the patient as routinely done (see Figure 2). Once the tube is placed, the stylet is removed and the tube is then clamped with the large forceps, followed by insufflation of the cuff. The options at this point are to remove the intubation box completely as the system is closed or to proceed with the box in place. If the box is kept in place, the nurse passes the ventilator tubing through the caudal aspect of the box and holds the tube in place while a respiratory therapist works through the two primary operator holes to attach the endotracheal tube securing device.

The intubation team then stays in the room for one complete cycle of ambient air, according to local specifications. All necessary related procedures likely to be needed in the near future should be performed at this time to preserve PPE. These may include placement of nasogastric tubes, central lines, arterial lines, chest tubes, etc. The team then moves to the anteroom to don PPE. This process should be done in a systematic manner: Remove of Tyvek gown and first set of gloves; perform hand hygiene with hand sanitizer; remove the white coverall, boot cover, and second pair of gloves; hand hygiene; place a new set of gloves to remove head covers (including N95); remove of the final pair of gloves; and hand hygiene for a third time. The team may then return to regular duties in the department. Once the patient is transported out of the emergency department, the drapes on the intubation box are discarded. The box is then wiped down with appropriate disinfectant to be reused after the time frame specified by the manufacturer of the disinfectant.

Conclusion
While this rigorous process may seem excessive, we suggest it out of recognition of the severity of the situation we face today. The possibility of losing critical health care workers and medical personnel if they are inadvertently or carelessly exposed to SARS-CoV-2 is far too great to ignore. Emergency departments are among the most critical resources of the health care system. If proper protective measures such as those suggested here are not taken, our ability to save the most lives and to keep the largest number of people healthy will be compromised.

DR. WEECH and DR. ASHURST are in the department of emergency medicine at Kingman Regional Medical Center in Kingman, Arizona.
Position, Position, Position

The first thing to appreciate when people come in with severe hypoxia is just how much boosting fraction of inspired oxygen and positioning maneuvers help. The first thing I do is sit them straight up and put a nasal cannula on them, preferentially with a bubble jet humidifier set at 6 L. This is a small bottle of water that fits between the oxygen wall connection and the nasal cannula, and provides humidification. If you avoid intubation, these patients are going to be on oxygen for a long time. If you run high-flow nasal cannula through a standard cannula without humidification, it gets uncomfortable and may injure the mucosa. I then take the nonrebreather mask and put it over that. Part of the reason for the non-rebreather is for covering their mouth (decreasing aerosolization).

The advantage of combining those two is you’re now at 2 L minimum if you’re at 5 on the nonrebreather, and you can crank that even higher (although the manometer will only tell you if it’s >15 L) and deliver significant—averages of 80, maybe even 90, with this approach. Then you can take a portable chest X-ray, get your labs drawn, and then turn them over and frequently they come up to 90 percent or higher.

The first paper on awake proning in the emergency department just published in Academic Emergency Medicine. Looking at a convenience sample of 50 patients from Lincoln Hospital in the South Bronx, it helped three-quarters of patients avoid the need for intubation in the first 24 hours, and two-thirds avoid intubation throughout their hospitalization.

This study and the value of patient positioning maneuvers have now been widely discussed in blog posts and podcasts by Salim Rezai, MD, FACEP (@rebelem); Scott Weingart, MD (@emcrit), Josh Parkas, MD (@pulmcrit), and others. Positioning maneuvers include proning, but also turning patients on their right and left sides and having them sit upright in a chair. Suzanne Bentley, MD, MPH, FACEP, at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai in New York City, created a series of proning and positioning maneuvers for COVID-19 patients that is being used at Embrurst Hospital and other public hospitals in New York City.

These maneuvers are not difficult in skinny patients. Obese patients crunch their lower lungs sitting upright in a stretcher and they often can’t tolerate proning at all. Since two-thirds of America qualifies as obese, that’s a real problem. To help patients tolerate proning, I tried a pregnancy massage mattress that I found online, which made it much more comfortable for patients to prone. It allowed obese patients who otherwise couldn’t tolerate proning. I subsequently started a charity with my brothers, www.prone2help.org, to help get these mattresses to health care workers who need them. In the first three weeks, we sent more than 250 cushions to 125 hospitals in 30 states. We are now shipping a new design that has better access for oxygen devices. Clinicians can go to web site and request a cushion; it is sent out at no charge.

Avoid Intubation When Possible

I view every non-intubation as an exponential win, not only for the patient but for the system from a resource perspective. Figuring out who flies and who doesn’t with a non-intubation strategy requires trying to assess in my experience, and from the experience of my co-authors on the awake proning paper, most patients who will do well with proning show significant improvement in respiratory rate, heat rate, and subjective dyspnea quickly. If a patient is following commands and willing to work with you, I think they deserve a chance to avoid intubation. These patients need to be watched very closely, however. Disconnection from oxygen quickly causes desaturation. A high-flow nasal cannula adds much higher flows and augments the work of breathing much more than a standard nasal cannula combined with a face mask; augmentation of the work of breathing requires 40 L/min and usually higher flows. I think these are much better tolerated than continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) systems, especially in patients who are awake proning. Clinicians should use proning as part of an escalating oxygenation strategy, as detailed by many FOAMED sources. Hospitals effectively using a non-ventilation initial strategy round on these patients regularly—every one to two hours—checking respiratory parameters and closely communicating with patients. Patients who feel they are tiring or do not have documented improvements in respiratory rate, heart rate, etc. may need intubation. Proning seems to be very beneficial in many patients, but in our article, intubation was still required in about a third of patients.

Intubation Tips

If you do have to intubate a patient, be really careful with your personal protective equipment (PPE). I recommend “CRF4G,” an acronym for cap, respirator, full face shield, base layer of gloves and gown, and a top layer of gloves and gown. It is best to do intubations in a negative pressure room and minimize the number of people who go in the room. When you come out of the patient’s room, shed the top layer, wash your base layer gloves, and then go somewhere and get out of the PPE, breathe, and cool down.

I think the best way to intubate COVID-19 CONTINUED on page 18
patients is to sit them upright and use CPAP before intubation. I put a viral filter and a positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) valve on every bag-valve mask. Then push K-roc—which sounds like a radio station but stands for ketamine and rocuronium—at 1.5 mg/kg to 2.0 mg/kg of each drug. Some clinicians recommend succinylcholine instead of rocuronium for faster onset, but at these higher doses, I think the onset times are comparable. Then hold the CPAP mask against the patient’s face for 45 seconds. They will go apneic, but you have CPAP on them. Maintain the PEEP. At 45 seconds, lay them down just as far as necessary to come from above and do your video laryngoscopy. The moment you break that mask seal from above and do your video laryngoscopy, they will go apneic, but you have CPAP on their face for 45 seconds. The clinician will intubate them while they’re apneic, and then CPAP is applied for 45 seconds. Then hold the CPAP mask against the patient’s face for 45 seconds. They will go apneic, but you have CPAP on their face for 45 seconds. The clinician will intubate them while they’re apneic, and then CPAP is applied for 45 seconds.

Post-intubation, have your ventilator ready to go. I gave up on using stethoscopes for this, but it’s likely that chest X-rays are going to be seriously delayed if the emergency department and hospital are really busy. You do intubation, take out your ventilator, turn it on, set the tidal volume to 500 mL, and stick your patient in the ventilator. With the concave blades of the Macintosh IV, the blade around the curvature of the tongue and minimizes operator and other team member exposures.

Acknowledgements: The real credit for the many lessons I learned and have since shared about COVID belongs to the ED physicians working in New York City for weeks before I arrived, who are still there weeks later, and who will be there for the long haul. I especially want to thank Dr. Nick Caputo and Dr. Reuben Strayer for allowing me to collaborate on their article in Academic Emergency Medicine, as well as “schooling” me about caring for COVID patients.
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COVID-19 While Black

The novel coronavirus is hitting minority communities especially hard, highlighting disparities in health care that we need to address

by JENICE BAKER, MD, FACEP

The state of emergency was issued on March 12, 2020, in New York. All non-essential businesses were forced to work from home or shut down, and schools closed while implementing remote learning plans. As an emergency physician, I knew our duty was the same. Immediately our colleagues saw a spike in patients. As an emergency physician, I knew that assaults on health care workers were increasing while implementing remote learning plans. In addition, patients who would normally seek care due to the severity of disease or lack of access to primary health care. As emergency departments work within accountable care organizations, the emergency visit can serve as the entry point to primary care, case management, and community resources via electronic health records and meaningful use. Health informatics can help clinical care at the emergency department bedside by giving access to the patient's complete health record. Interoperability of health information can incorporate primary caregivers, specialists, and case managers to better serve patients. Health informatics also gives data that can be analyzed to better serve at-risk health populations via public health initiatives. Public health resources can help address overcrowded housing, access to healthy foods, personal health literacy, and other social determinants of health.

We Can Do Better

So what can we do about this? Increasing health literacy in the African American community is crucial to helping patients understand and manage their hypertension, diabetes, asthma, and other chronic medical conditions. This is challenging in part because of the history of medical distrust in the African American community. From Dr. J. Marion Sims’s gynecological subjects to the Tuskegee Syphilis Study, our history of medical racism enfolds patient bias. This discourages some African Americans from seeking and complying with the care they need. Thus, the terrible cycle continues because the lack of appropriate medical care will lead to more disease and death. Training a higher percentage of diverse physicians is one method to build trust within the black community. Currently African Americans make up 4 percent of U.S. physicians, a number that has remained the same since the 1960s. A diverse physician workforce that mirrors the population cared for by physicians will positively affect patient health literacy and medical compliance within minority communities.

Emergency medicine has the perfect platform to form a health care team. How do you manage an elderly loved one who is isolated in their own home? How do you transport a patient who is unable to walk to the hospital? How do you ensure that the patient’s care is not delayed due to poverty or lack of access to primary health care. As emergency departments work within accountable care organizations, the emergency visit can serve as the entry point to primary care, case management, and community resources via electronic health records and meaningful use. Health informatics can help clinical care at the emergency department bedside by giving access to the patient’s complete health record. Interoperability of health information can incorporate primary caregivers, specialists, and case managers to better serve patients. Health informatics also gives data that can be analyzed to better serve at-risk health populations via public health initiatives. Public health resources can help address overcrowded housing, access to healthy foods, personal health literacy, and other social determinants of health.

Addressing patient bias may be an obvious solution to decrease health disparities; however, practitioner bias may not be so apparent. Practitioner prejudice is based on our personal, cultural, and subconscious preferences that affect our medical decision making. Doctors’ decisions about cardiac catheterization versus thrombolyis, pain management in renal colic, and offering knee replacements are influenced by physician implicit bias against African Americans. Uncovering our own physician bias with implicit association testing is critical. However, more research is needed to incorporate implicit bias training in graduate medical education and develop implicit bias CME for physicians in different stages of their careers that is measurable and sustainable.

The COVID-19 pandemic is highlighting the importance of first responders every day. As emergency physicians, we are on the front lines treating and caring for increasing numbers of COVID-19 patients daily. We are also witnessing the effect of health care disparities, one patient at a time. We can be the first responders to health care disparities as well.

The National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities has issued special notice of the urgent need for research on the impact of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic within National Institutes of Health designated health disparity populations. Emergency medicine is uniquely positioned to spearhead health disparity research.

COVID-19 has been the unexpected game changer in 2020. The economy is at a standstill, financial markets are crashing, health care capacity is bursting at its seams, and people across the world are dying. The pandemic is exacerbating health care disparities. How we handle the next pandemic will be determined by many factors, including how we address racial disparities in health care today.
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Is POCUS Best for Shoulder Dislocations?

A new study compares it to X-ray

by KEN MILNE, MD

The Case

A 52-year-old male with a history of dyslipidemia presents to the emergency department after sustaining an injury to his left (nondominant) shoulder after colliding with another player during a soccer game. On examination, there is a loss of the normal rounded appearance of the shoulder. You suspect the patient may have a shoulder dislocation. He has no history of shoulder dislocations.

Background

Shoulder dislocations are common in the emergency department. Emergency physicians frequently perform pre- and post-reduction X-rays for these patients. Some previous studies question whether these X-rays are necessary, especially in post-reduction X-rays for these patients. Some previous studies to be sensitive and specific for diagnosing shoulder dislocations.1,2 This application can potentially reduce radiation exposure, cost, and time to diagnosis. However, prior studies on the use of POCUS for shoulder dislocations have used a variety of scanning techniques, and some have utilized as few as two sonographers.3

Clinical Question

Should you use POCUS to diagnose shoulder dislocations instead of an X-ray?


• Population: Adults with suspected shoulder dislocations.
• Exclusion: Patients with multiple traumatic injuries, decreased level of consciousness, or hemodynamic instability.
• Intervention: Pre- and post-reduction POCUS utilizing a curvilinear probe demonstrating the normal anatomy of the left glenohumeral joint (A), a left anterior dislocation of the shoulder with humeral head displaced anterior to the glenoid (B), and a right posterior shoulder dislocation with the humerus displaced posterior to the glenoid (C). The adjacent images correspond to the measurement of the glenohumeral distance, indicated by the red arrows.

The study did not recruit consecutive patients but rather a convenience sample when one of the sites enrolled only five patients. In addition, ultrasound fellows or ultrasound fellowship-trained attendings performed the scans. This makes us question the external validity of the study. If the ultrasounds were performed by typical community emergency physicians, we are unsure the same impressive results would be achieved.

5. Time Saved: The median time to POCUS from triage was 51 minutes (IQR 36–77) compared to 101 minutes (IQR 71–134) for X-ray. The amount of time saved in the real world would depend on the system in which the physician is working. In a facility with a single-physician coverage, the X-ray tech may complete the X-ray before the physician has an opportunity to perform an ultrasound. Last, they did not provide information on total ED length of stay.

Bottom Line

X-rays should continue to be the primary imaging modality of choice for most patients with suspected shoulder dislocations.

Case Resolution

The patient suffered direct trauma to the shoulder during a soccer game, which increased the probability of having a fracture dislocation of the shoulder. An X-ray is obtained and demonstrates an anterior dislocation. The Cunningham technique is used successfully, and the patient is discharged home with appropriate advice and follow-up.

Thank you to Dr. Tony Zitek, research director for the emergency medicine residency program at Kendall Regional Medical Center in Miami, for his help with this review.

Remember to be skeptical of anything you learn, even if you heard it on the Skeptics’ Guide to Emergency Medicine.
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Authors’ Conclusions

“A posterior approach point-of-care ultrasonographic study is a quick and accurate tool to diagnose dislocated shoulders. Ultrasonography was also able to accurately identify humeral fractures and significantly reduce the time to diagnosis from triage compared with standard radiography.”

Key Results

The study enrolled 65 patients with a median age of 40 years. Fifty-eight percent were male, 49 percent had a dislocation (one inferior, two posterior, and 29 anterior), and 32 percent had a previous dislocation.

Primary Outcome: Diagnostic accuracy.

• Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value were all 100 percent (95% CI, 87–100).

Secondary Outcomes:

• 25/65 (38 percent) had fractures, with 13 Hill-Sachs/Bankart.
• Non–Hill-Sachs/Bankart fracture: Sensitivity 92 percent (95% CI, 60–99.6), specificity 100 percent (95% CI, 92–100), positive predictive value 100 percent (95% CI, 68–100), and negative predictive value 98 percent (95% CI, 89–99.9).

POCUS was 92 percent sensitive (95% CI, 60–99.6%) and 100 percent specific (95% CI, 92–100%) for non–Hill-Sachs/Bankart fractures. This miss rate of 8 percent of non–Hill-Sachs/Bankart fractures is too high for American medicine.

External Validity:

Whether the study was technically multicenter because two facilities were involved, one of the two sites enrolled only five patients. In addition, ultrasound fellows or ultrasound fellowship-trained attendings performed the scans. This makes us question the external validity of the study. If the ultrasounds were performed by typical community emergency physicians, we are unsure the same impressive results would be achieved.

Economic Analysis

The time to diagnosis decreased from 51 minutes (IQR 36–77) to 10 minutes (IQR 7–13). No additional cost was incurred for POCUS.

Limitations

The study was not powered to detect differences in outcome measures. However, POCUS was less sensitive for nondislocated shoulders and in posterior dislocations. Sonographers’ confidence in their POCUS diagnosis was 91.3% of 10 in nondislocated cases and 94.1% of 10 in dislocated cases.

Evidence-Based Medicine Commentary

1. Convenience Sample: The study did not recruit consecutive patients but rather a convenience sample when one of six sonographers was available. There is a potential for selection bias with this type of sampling.
2. Missing Data: All 32 patients with dislocations were supposed to have had a post-reduction POCUS performed. However, in five cases, this did not happen. The manuscript says it was because the study sonographer was unavailable after the reduction for various reasons without further explanation. This could have introduced some bias and increases our skepticism of the results.
3. Missed Fractures: Twenty-five of 65 patients had fractures (38 percent). POCUS identified only 12 percent of those fractures. However, all but one of the missed fractures was a Hill-Sachs deformity or a Bankart lesion. Hill-Sachs and Bankart fractures are generally not relevant to the emergency management of patients with shoulder dislocations. POCUS was 92 percent sensitive (95% CI, 60–99.6%) and 100 percent specific (95% CI, 92–100%) for non–Hill-Sachs/Bankart fractures. This miss rate of 8 percent of non–Hill-Sachs/Bankart fractures is too high for American medicine.
4. External Validity: The study was done at a single facility, which increased the probability of having a fracture dislocation of the shoulder. An X-ray is obtained and demonstrates an anterior dislocation. The Cunningham technique is used successfully, and the patient is discharged home with appropriate advice and follow-up.
The number of patients seen in U.S. emergency departments has been steadily increasing since World War II. The volume estimates for ED visits are calculated by a number of organizations, and the trends look similar. But now COVID-19 has happened. It is possible, and even likely, that the significant changes in the American health system that follow the novel coronavirus pandemic will result in very different methods of providing unscheduled and emergen
care. And those changes will finally transform the 75-year trend of increasing ED visits.

Three organizations provide estimates of U.S. ED visits. They use different survey techniques and different definitions of what constitutes an emergency department. The 2001–2017 ED visit estimates from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), American Hospital Association (AHA), and Emergency Medicine Network (EMNet) are summarized in Table 1, which are the latest data available for two of the organizations. The AHA has also reported data for the 2018 year. The inclusion of freestanding emergency departments makes the EMNet data collected through its National Emergency Department Inventory (NEDI-USA) surveys the comprehen
sive picture of patients seen in all sites in the United States referred to as “emergency departments.” The CDC uses census data and sampling to estimate ED volumes only in full-service hospital-based emergency departments. It has provided the best trending data since 1992. The AHA does annual compre
hensive data gathering from its members, and it has accurate data for all visits, with a very stable number of emergency departments. NEDI-USA data incorporate the contribution of freestanding emergency departments to the overall visit num
bers. The CDC statistical survey of ED visits, which is part of the National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Care Surveys (NHAMCS), has been a wealth of information for emergency physicians about trends in ED visits. The CDC estimated that 139 million ED visits took place in 2017. The 10-year volume change was 19 per
cent, and over the last 20 years, volume increased 46 percent.

The AHA provides a data summary of community hospitals, which it defines as nonfederal, short-term general, and other specialty hospitals. It counted 2017 visits at 142.6 million in 4,678 emergency departments. The 10-year volume change was 20 percent. The NEDI-USA database is maintained by EMNet at Massachu
setts General Hospital in Boston. NEDI-USA includes data on all U.S. emergency departments open since 2001. EMNet re
sults include all known freestanding emergency departments. According to NEDI-USA, there were 5,447 U.S. emergency de
partments and 158.7 million total U.S. ED visits in 2017. The 10-year volume change was 32 percent.

**Bottom line:** The trend of emergency departments seeing older, sicker patients, combined with continued growth in retail clinics, telehealth, and other sources of care for nonem
ergency problems, has yielded a net increase in severity/com
plexity for full-service emergency departments.

### Key Planning Elements

There were approximately 430 ED visits per 1,000 people in 2017. High utilizers continued to include infants, nursing home residents, the homeless, blacks, and people over age 75. Per
sons over age 65 accounted for 15.8 percent of ED visits, and persons age 75 and older had 605 visits per 1,000 in 2016. A mere 4.3 percent of ED visits classified as nonsurgical (the high
est rates of these visits were for patients under age 15). Injuries accounted for an estimated 25 percent of ED visits, reflecting an ED population distribution that featured less injury and more illness.

The leading cause of ED visits for injuries was falls. When viewed through the lens of “presenting complaint,” stomach and abdominal pain were the most common in 2017, account
ing for around 9 percent of visits. Chest pain was next highest, at 5 percent. There continues to be an increasing presence of mental disorders noted in ED patients.

There is an ongoing increase in use of diagnostic tools in emergency departments, especially electrocardiograms. Use of computed tomography scanning appears to have plateaued, but the use of magnetic resonance imaging and other special imaging procedures (such as ultrasound) are increasing.

The ED Benchmarking Alliance performs a data survey that reports on ED performance measures. That data survey finds that roughly 69 percent of hospital inpatients are processed through the emergency department. This clearly demonstrates the emergency department has become the front door to the hospital.

### Planning for the Future

The demand for emergency services has continued to rise, especially for patients who are older, sicker, and in need of high-level diagnostic services and hospital admission. And the current challenges of the coronavirus pandemic put the emer
gency department clearly in the spotlight as the responsible entity for crisis care.

### Table 1. Emergency Departments and Emergency Visits 2001–2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>CDC EHAD</th>
<th>NEDI-USA</th>
<th>AHA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NHAMCS ESTIMATED ED VISITS (MILLIONS)</td>
<td>TOTAL ED VISITS (MILLIONS)</td>
<td>ED COUNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>107.5</td>
<td>101.1</td>
<td>4,884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>110.2</td>
<td>107.5</td>
<td>4,892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>113.9</td>
<td>113.9</td>
<td>4,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>110.2</td>
<td>114.7</td>
<td>4,907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>115.3</td>
<td>115.5</td>
<td>4,914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>119.2</td>
<td>117.9</td>
<td>4,930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>116.8</td>
<td>120.3</td>
<td>4,946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>123.8</td>
<td>123.6</td>
<td>4,959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>136.1</td>
<td>126.9</td>
<td>4,972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>129.8</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>4,997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>136.3</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>5,021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>130.9</td>
<td>137.5</td>
<td>5,066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>130.4</td>
<td>140.5</td>
<td>5,128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>141.4</td>
<td>146.1</td>
<td>5,205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>136.9</td>
<td>151.7</td>
<td>5,281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>145.6</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>5,381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>158.7</td>
<td>5,417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>143.5</td>
<td>4,577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, the long-term volume growth in American emergency departments may be tempered by the use of telemedicine services that will grow tremendously in the coming months. Regardless, emergency physicians must trumpet the emer
gency department’s value to hospital and community leaders so the improvements needed to deliver care in a safe and effec
tive manner will be prioritized.
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### SEE THE DATA YOURSELF

All state-specific and national summary NEDI-USA data for 2017 can be found at www.emnet-usa.org/research/studies/nedi/nedi2017.

Based on NEDI-USA data, the current locations of all U.S. emergency departments can be found in the free smartphone app EMNet findERnow. You can also use this app to find specific information about all U.S. emergency departments, including the specifications as a verified trauma or burn center.
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COVID-19 in Kids

Question 1: What is the incidence of co-infection in children who are positive for COVID-19?

As of writing this column, the data are currently very limited regarding this topic as, overall, children appear to demonstrate milder signs of infection. A study by Xia et al retrospectively evaluated 20 hospitalized children in Wuhan Children’s Hospital in China over a 17-day period. Patient ages ranged from 1 day to 14 years, with a median age of 2 years. According to the authors, the total number of confirmed COVID-19 cases at this time in China was 37,251. The exact reasons for hospitalization of these children were not mentioned. There was a confirmed COVID-19 close contact in 13 of 20 (65 percent) of these pediatric hospitalized cases. Co-infection with another pathogen—either viral or bacterial—occurred in 8 of 20 (40 percent) of patients. The pathogens included cytomegalovirus (n=1), influenza A (n=1), influenza B (n=2), mycoplasma (n=4), and respiratory syncytial virus (n=1); one patient was, therefore, positive for COVID-19 and two additional pathogens. Importantly, most of the children did not demonstrate pulmonary physical exam findings (approximately 75 percent), suggesting that children are potential unrecognized carriers of this pathogen.

Regarding co-infection with coronavirus—while not specific to COVID-19—a study in Nepal by Uddin et al found a co-infection rate of 46 percent (117 of 296 patients). This was a prospective surveillance study over three years in children from birth to 6 months of age. In that population, the most common pathogens of co-infection were rhinovirus, bocavirus, and respiratory syncytial virus. While it is reassuring that children appear to be less symptomatic than adults in COVID-19 infections, it is important to recognize that co-infections currently appear to be common.

Conclusion

While the data are very limited—especially in COVID-19 positive patients—it is important to recognize that co-infection does not appear to be uncommon and children may be minimally symptomatic with the disease. The best current co-infection estimate in hospitalized children is 40 percent.
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Ibuprofen for COVID-19

Question 2: Are there any studies on the harm of using ibuprofen in children with COVID-19?

In early March, a southwest French infectious disease physician was reported to have made comments about an association between ibuprofen and serious symptoms in children who were COVID-19 positive. While these patients reportedly developed serious side effects, the outcomes of these anecdotal cases are unknown, and as of March 27, children who were COVID-19 positive.1 While these patients reportedly developed serious side effects, the outcomes of these anecdotal cases are unknown, and as of March 27, the youngest COVID-19 death in France was a 16-year-old patient, according to the New York Post. Social media reports spread quickly, and on March 14, a French health minister commented, saying “taking anti-inflammatory drugs (ibuprofen, cortisone...) could be an aggravating factor for the infection. If you have a fever, take paracetamol [acetaminophen].” Shortly after, the World Health Organization made a supportive statement, which it soon retracted.2

At the end of the day, the answer is no. Currently, no published medical literature demonstrates worsening outcomes from ibuprofen in COVID-19-positive pediatric patients.

For any infectious disease that causes a fever, children should be fever-free without medication for at least 24 hours before returning to day care, school, or social activities.

Conclusion

There is currently no published medical literature to suggest a worsening outcome in COVID-19-positive pediatric patients who use ibuprofen.
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Penn State Health, Hershey PA, is expanding our health system. We offer multiple new positions for exceptional physicians eager to join our dynamic team of EM and PEM faculty treating patients at the only Level I Adult and Level I Pediatrics Trauma Center in Central Pennsylvania.

What We’re Offering:
• Salaries commensurate with qualifications
• Sign-on Bonus
• Relocation Assistance
• Retirement options, Penn State University Tuition Discount, and so much more!

What We’re Seeking:
• Emergency Medicine trained physicians with additional training in any of the following: Toxicology, Ultrasound, Geriatric Medicine, Pediatric Emergency Medicine, Research
• Completion of an accredited Residency Program.
• BE/BC by ABEM or ABOEM

What the Area Offers:
We welcome you to a community that emulates the values Milton Hershey instilled in a town that holds his name. Located in a safe family-friendly setting, Hershey, PA, our local neighborhoods boast a reasonable cost of living whether you prefer a more suburban setting or thriving city rich in theater, arts, and culture. Known as the home of the Hershey chocolate bar, Hershey’s community is rich in history and offers an abundant range of outdoor activities, arts, and diverse experiences. We’re conveniently located within a short distance to major cities such as Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, NYC, Baltimore, and Washington DC.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
Heather Peffley, PHR FASPR at: hpeffley@pennstatehealth.psu.edu

Penn State Health is committed to affirmative action, equal opportunity and the diversity of its workforce. Equal Opportunity Employer – Minorities/Women/Protected Veterans/Disabled.
Every minute counts when it comes to meningitis.

Faster meningitis/encephalitis results from BioFire.

Patients often come to the emergency department with ambiguous, overlapping symptoms. When the suspect could be something deadly like meningitis, you need fast, comprehensive laboratory results to clear up the confusion and keep the ED running smoothly. The BioFire® FilmArray® Meningitis/Encephalitis (ME) Panel utilizes a syndromic approach—simultaneously testing for a comprehensive set of 14 of the most common bacterial, viral, and fungal pathogens associated with central nervous system (CNS) infections—to deliver actionable results in about an hour. The BioFire ME Panel is a simple, rapid test you can depend on to help you triage effectively and improve patient outcomes.

The BioFire ME Panel can help you:

- Reduce unnecessary admissions by 30% based on the causative pathogen.1
- Reduce average time to results by up to 4 days.2,3
- Discontinue empiric therapy earlier in up to 32% of cases.4
- Increase detection of a pathogen by up to 50% compared to standard-of-care testing.5

1 Test. 14 Pathogens. ~1 Hour.

biofiredx.com